Due every Monday

Numeracy

Problem Solving
Select a maximum of 2 problems each week from the problem solving rubric and complete using a think board layout. A think board breaks your recording into three categories: pictures, numbers and words. Remember there are three rules to maths.... RECORD, RECORD AND RECORD!! Date and highlight the completed problems on the rubric each week. Inform your teacher when you have completed your rubric.

Mathletics
Complete the tasks your teacher has set for you. Have your Homework Book next to you to record questions you found tricky or confusing. Record the topic and your score in your diary.

Reading
Read for a minimum of 20 minutes at least three times a week. Every time you read, record the book, magazine or article and page numbers in your diary. Your diary will be checked on Monday morning and it is a requirement that your diary each week is signed by a parent or guardian.

Inquiry Unit – Human Body
Select a maximum of one task each week from the Human Body rubric and complete. Shade in the task on the rubric each week once it has been completed.